
HOW TO WRITE A POP SONG PARODY

These types of parodies involve a little more work, because you may have to write your own original song instead of use
an existing pop song.

A good way to see if your parody works is to sing it to yourself in your head while you're writing it. Now, this
doesn't mean that you have to use the same exact rhymes as the original song. Try to make each line match the
rhythm metre and rhyming pattern of the poem or song you already know. She can certainly write music, and
she has a good voice. So the best advice I can give is, pick a concept where you feel you can maintain humor
through the entire length of the song. Pick a good song Other than picking a good topic for your parody, the
song choice is probably the most important and what will make the parody most memorable. Sometimes all
you need is to substitute a word here or there. Combine two or more topics to create a story, memoir, or play
discussing the topic. Write a rap song that summarizes the chapter. Big band or, the swing era, began in the s
and ended in the s. Then, like a puzzle, I tried to assemble all those ideasâ€”in rhyming coupletsâ€”within the
parameters of the original song arrangement. Bookmark rubrics for future use Build, share, exchange, and
reuse rubrics. I think the following are the most important tips to follow in descending order : 1. Great rap
lyrics are personal and flow like water, blending into the song while making a point or Although some still
aren't over both his and his wife's epic Writing Rubric based on 6 Traits Education 6 traits Young scholars
create poetry from pop songs. Do you want to try writing a parody of songs from Broadway musicals? On the
other side, start filling in ideas about your topic, with rhyming words at the ends of the lines. Examples of
Parody - examples. If you asked me to sum up the music scene between those years in a sentence A good song
parody should ideally be as easy to sing as the original song lyrics; the parody lyrics should flow well with the
music. Follow the number of syllables This is the least important thing to match, since songs don't always tend
to follow their own number of syllables between verses. Stuck on a math problem or struggling to start your
English essay? Do not think too much about stylistic specifics rather take few minute to listen to the song then
write down how the song affects you. Songwriting and Lyric writing resource A good song parody depends
upon familiarity of the song relative to your audience. His article describes some of his tips for writing song
parodies. While it's much easier to completely re-write your own lyrics and rhymes, wherever possible, I try to
preserve as much of the original rhyme as I can when writing my parody lyrics. When writing a
Shakespearean-style sonnet, there are various rules you need to keep in mind. So the parodies that get written
are in the overlapping part of the Venn diagram of Big Hits and Clever Ideas. Poem or song - instruction2. My
favorite lyrics web site is Lyrics World, a huge and well-organized site run by Paolo Filho, based in Brazil.
Separate the lines so that each line is fairly short, with rhymes at the ends. When it's impossible to find a
matching rhyme, you can still approximate it with the same vowel sound at the end of a lyric line. Try the
Musical Heaven web site for these type of lyrics. You plant your headphones on, close your eyes, and
completely immerse yourself in the music. To write unique Fortunately, you don't have to own a personal
library of music books, you can simply go to the Internet. Stay true to the original lyrics.


